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MAIN HIGHLIGHTS AND FINDINGS
• A novel lab experiment with pairs making separable allocative efficiency
and equity decisions in various power structures (dictator, ultimatum, trust
and negotiation)
• Subjects achieve high efficiency in general but efficiency level fall when
negotiations fail
• Allocation efficiency reduced by input and output endowment effects
specially in negotiated allocations
• In terms of equity, subjects appropriate all surplus when they can, and
share equally when they have to negotiate

MAIN HIGHLIGHTS AND FINDINGS (CONT’D)
• When asked to choose between negotiating, deciding alone (demand for
power), or relinquishing power (demand for delegation), many subjects
choose to delegate –even though this drastically reduces their payoff
• Few differences between genders, but male-female pairs tend towards a
more negotiated, more harmonious exchange on average than samegender pairs; gender differences are less important than gender pairings

MOTIVATION
• Household efficiency a central issue is intra-household models and central in the
(arguably) dominant model (the collective model, Chiappori, 1988, 1992, 1997; Browning
et al., 2014)
• Udry, C. (1996) in Burkina Faso; describes how spouses start the agricultural season with
each an individually managed field and unequal endowments of fertilizer; spouses allocate
fertilizer between their two fields observes that husbands start with more fertilizer and
allocate most of it to their own field even though the marginal return to fertilization is
higher on their wife’s field

MOTIVATION (CONT’D)
• To examine issues of allocative efficiency in combination with preferences for distribution
of surplus; our experimental design integrates allocative efficiency and preferences for
distribution in a unified framework
• Integrate insights from behavioural economics particularly in terms of social preferences
with the female empowerment literature that focuses on power; to do that we use
dictator, ultimatum, trust and negotiation games
• To understand how power structure affects efficiency and equity among married couples,
we need to understand how it works among randomly selected individuals to get a lower
threshold married couples can achieve

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
• Each session includes identical number of males and females ( 8 + 8 = 16)
with 10 sessions
• 8 ways of pairing males and females and 7 ways of pairing the same sex
subjects
• In different rounds everyone paired with every one, hence 15 pairings
• One treatment where subject plays alone
• Six treatments each treatment played three times/rounds (18 rounds in
total): Alone, Dictator, Ultimatum, Trust, Negotiation and
Decide/Delegate/Negotiate

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
(CONT’D)
• The experiment frames allocative efficiency as an allocation of fixed amount
(100) of fertiliser on two plots
• Initial endowment of fertiliser is not always equitable (0, 20, 50, 80 and 100)
• The production function on the two plots differ (i.e., marginal productivity of
fertiliser differ by plots); mostly second order polynomial production functions
with diminishing marginal returns to fertiliser (require allocation on both plots)
but with some linear production functions with corner solutions
• Efficiency requires allocating fertiliser on the plot with the highest marginal
productivity whether the plot belongs to you or the other partner

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
(CONT’D)
• Total surplus/output produced depends on the chosen allocation of
fertiliser on the two plots which is shared between the couples
• Depending on variations on how allocation and distribution decisions are
made, we have six treatments (each played three times)
• Treatment 1: subject allocates and takes the surplus alone (baseline,
practice run)
• Treatment 2 (dictator): each matched subject makes a decision about
allocation and how much of the output to give to the others; a randomly
selected decision implemented

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
(CONT’D)
• Treatment 3 (Ultimatum): one randomly selected subject will
make the fertiliser allocation and division of output; if the other
accepts, the decision is implemented; if the other rejects, both
get zero
• Treatment 4 (Trust): one randomly selected subject will make
the fertiliser allocation and the other decides on the
distribution of output

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
(CONT’D)
• Treatment 5 (Negotiation): on randomly selected subject will
make the fertiliser allocation and output distribution and sends
this proposal with a short message to the other; if the other
agrees, the decision is implemented; if the other does not agree,
s/he makes a counter-proposal and send a message; this continues
maximum until 6 offers and counter-offers (if not agreement,
division will be decided on initial endowment

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
(CONT’D)
• Treatment 6 (Power, Delegation or Negotiation): each player chooses one
of the games from the following:
• play Treatment 5 (Negotiation)(where alternating players decide on fertilizer use and
division of income and send messages) or
• pay UK£0.50 from your show-up fee to play Treatment 2 (Dictator) where you
decide both fertilizer use and division of income and the other player has no
influence or
• receive an additional UK£0.50 from the experimenters for the other person to play
Game 2 where s/he decides both fertilizer use and division of income and you have
no influence

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
(CONT’D)
• The experiment uses a carefully designed main screen where allocation of fertiliser and
distribution of output surplus is captured
• Programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007)
• The bottom part of the screen for input decisions and the upper part for income sharing
decisions

TESTING STRATEGY
• The testing strategy is anchored on two key concepts efficiency, which
depends on the choice of input allocation, and equity in material outcomes
(division of generated income)
• We also test whether initial endowments (of fertiliser) and efficiency
output on separate plots/activities affect both decisions allocation of input
and division of income

TESTING STRATEGY
• Individual efficiency (Treatment 1): basis for other treatments too

xit = share of input decision maker assigns to activity/plot i
x*it = input allocation maximising efficiency/output
mit = input initially assigned to activity i
𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = input allocation that maximises the output of activity i

• Efficiency implies ax = cx = dx = 0 and bx = 1 (cx captures endowment effect; dx
captures output or activity endowment effect)

TESTING STRATEGY (CONT’D)
• Individual efficiency (Treatment 1): basis for other treatments too

yk = output
y*k = maximum/optimal output
ymik = income resulting from setting input allocation equal to initial endowments
𝑦𝑦𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 = total income achieved if decision maker maximised output of his/her activity

• Efficiency implies ay = cy = dy = 0 and by = 1 (cy captures endowment effect; dy
captures output or activity endowment effect)

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
• High level of efficiency – the median player chooses the optimum input and output
• Some efficiency loss with rejection of offers (ultimatum and negotiations)
• Games with income allocative power to one player (dictator and trust games) are more
unequal
• Input/output gap is absolute difference between actual and optimal allocation of
fertiliser/output as percentage; equity gap is absolute difference in allocation from 50%
(equal split)
• Strong endowment effect; strongest in negotiation game

CONCLUSION
• High level of efficiency though not perfect
• Strong endowment effect (both input and output)
• A good framework for looking at allocative efficiency and equity decisions
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